Abstract
I. Introduction
Domestic work is amongst the lowest paid, most marginalised, least valued, and least organised work in the Asia-Pacific region.
1 While domestic workers are not a homogeneous group, their defining feature is that they are employed by a private household.
2 Their work may range from cooking and cleaning, to taking care of children and elderly or disabled persons. Indeed, their responsibilities canvas 'tasks that may seem boundless '. 3 In 2010, there were 253,000 domestic workers in Malaysia, according to the ILO. 4 Approximately half of these were migrant domestic workers (MDWs). A migrant worker is 'a person who is to be engaged, is engaged or has been engaged in a remunerated activity in a State of which he or she is not a national'. 5 In Malaysia, MDWs are an important part of society and yet they remain largely unprotected by the statutory provisions that protect the rights of other workers in Malaysia. MDWs are highly vulnerable due to their migrant status which is compounded by gendered vulnerabilities. This intersectionality leaves them highly susceptible to human rights abuses.
The issues regarding MDWs in the Asia-Pacific region require a comprehensive regional approach, involving collaboration among countries of origin and destination. The abuse and exploitation of MDWs can create tensions between these countries and potentially lead to regional instability. This was evident in 2010, when the illtreatment of Indonesian MDWs sparked protests that were imbued with strong nationalism and outrage. 6 It is within this broader context that this article was developed. It is a joint collaboration between the Faculty of Law at Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia and the Human Rights Clinic at the University of New South Wales School of Law. The purpose of this collaboration is to identify potential opportunities for policy and legislative reform, especially in relation to the barriers MDWs face when seeking redress for violations of their human rights. The article is divided into 10 sections, each focusing on a key issue relating to the treatment of MDWs in Malaysia: http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/@ed_norm/@relconf/documents/meetingdocument/ wcms_104700.pdf, accessed 31 March 2013.
3 Ibid. 4 International Labour Organisation (2), Domestic Workers across the World: Global and Regional Statistics and the Extent of Legal Protection, (ILO, 2013) , p. 30, http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/ public/---dgreports/---dcomm/---publ/documents/publication/wcms_173363.pdf, accessed 31 March 2013.
5 UN General Assembly (1) To identify issues, the author analyse legal framework governing workers such as legislation, policy and practice. The author also referred to international law to identify basic issues. In order to develop recommendation, the comparative approach is utilised by analysing labour law in several countries such as Hong Kong, Indonesia, the Philippines and Australia.
II. Overview of relevant law A. International Laws: Generally
The protection of migrant workers has been the subject of increasing concern in international law. The following international instruments regulate and provide parameters for the protection of the rights of MDWs, but they have either not been signed or ratified by Malaysia: 
B. International Laws: Signed by Malaysia
The following instruments have been signed or ratified by Malaysia, and govern Malaysia's treatment of MDWs:
The Employment Act 1955 provides statutory minimum protections for workers that are enforceable in court, such as entitlements to annual and sick leave and minimum working hours and wages. However, under the Act, domestic workers are not legally recognized as 'workers' but as 'servants'. Section 2(1) states that a 'domestic servant' means 'a person employed in connection with the work of a private dwellinghouse and not in connection with any trade, business, or profession carried on by the employer in such dwelling-house'. Accordingly, MDWs are not granted the minimum working conditions that apply to other workers in Malaysia. Schedule I of the Act categorically excludes domestic workers from key labour protections, stipulating that ss 12, 14, 16, 22, 61, and 64, and 136) . Accordingly, if a breach occurs either party may take their case to any civil court (though in practice, courts are rarely accessible to MDWs). While the Standard Contract does not specify the minimum wages, these are provided in a guideline from the Immigration Department. 20 As this is only a policy document, it is not binding on employers. A footnote at the end of the contract requires a copy to be provided to the nearest Labour Department. 21 Crucially, many recruitment agencies 'do not allow the workers to keep a copy of their contract', which means that MDWs lack information about their contractual rights.
22
Since MDWs cannot access the majority of legislative protections, they do not have the same access to the courts as other workers have when their employment rights are breached. This means that many employers enjoy impunity for rights violations inflicted upon MDWs. Such impunity is reflected in the sheer number of reported instances of abuse (noting, of course, that much abuse remains unreported 23 Tenaganita is a non governmental organisation. The objective of it's establishment are to promote and protect women's and worker's right; and to help women to achieve their full potential in society through education, training, counselling, services and legal support. 24 Ibid., p. 14.
EGAL REDRESS FOR MIGRANT DOMESTIC WORKERS IN MALAYSIA
Tenaganita for assistance during this period had suffered an average of six to seven violations of her rights.
25
In other jurisdictions, legislation protecting labour rights extends to MDWs. For example, Hong Kong's Employment Ordinance applies equally to MDWs and other employees. 26 Breaching the Ordinance gives rise to criminal prosecution. As such, it offers a legal basis upon which MDWs can seek redress for poor working conditions.
27
In addition, the provisions under standard contracts are broader in scope. Hong Kong's standard employment contract states that employers must pay MDWs the Minimum Allowable Wage.
28 If an employer breaches this contractual provision, MDWs can report underpayment of wages to the Labour Department. 29 Before entering into an employment arrangement, in Hong Kong, the employer and the MDW must both sign a written undertaking to the Government, agreeing to abide by the legislative requirements surrounding the MDWs' working conditions. 30 This is similar to the Malaysian practice of signing a bond to abide by the Immigration Act. 31 However, this personal bond is only an undertaking to abide by immigration laws -it does not apply to labour conditions in the way that Hong Kong's undertaking does.
Based on the problem above, it seems that in order for the MDWs to enjoy the same protection as other workers, the definition of 'worker' should be extended to also include MDWs. The application of Minimum Wages Order should also include MDWs. Further recommendations are as below. Even though it is difficult to monitor working condition of MDWs, with the increasing case of abuse, Malaysian government should develop mechanism on how they can be monitored. The Director General power to enter a premise without notice should be exercised and the employer should agree for labour inspection upon hiring. 
C. Workmen's Compensation Act
The Workmen's Compensation Act 1955 protects foreign or non-citizen workers with respect to compensation for injuries suffered in the course of employment and section 26 of the Act imposes an obligation on employers to insure their foreign workers. However, this Act does not apply to domestic servants. 40 Amnesty International has recommended that coverage of s 26 should be extended to MDWs.
41
In 2007, insurance protection was made mandatory for domestic workers hired through the Malaysian Association of Foreign Housemaids (PAPA) pursuant to the 2006 Malaysia-Indonesia MoU.
42 However the MoU has no binding effect since there is no law that provides for its domestic implementation and the insurance protection arises from the contractual relationship between the employer and recruitment agenciMost recently, in June 2012, the Malaysian government introduced the Foreign Workers Health Insurance Protection Scheme, which compulsorily applies to all foreign workers (including MDWs). However, again, there is no law to enforce this 'mandatory scheme'. Rather, it is addressed administratively by the Immigration Department. 43 In addition, since 1 January 2011, foreign workers are also required to take up mandatory medical coverage under the Hospitalisation and Surgical Scheme for Foreign Workers, however this scheme is optional for MDWs.
44 These policies and practices need grounding in domestic law and not only in non-binding MoUs.
Since the Workmen Compensation Act provides protection for any injuries suffered at the workplace, this Act should also be extended to MDWs. Further, the 2006 Malaysia-Indonesia MoU should be legislated to create binding effect. Without legislation, the 2006 Malaysia-Indonesia MoU is only soft law and will not bind the parties concerned. 
D. Trade Unions
Work permits issued by the Immigration Department include a condition denying MDWs the right to join trade unions.
46 Article 10 of the Malaysian Federal Constitution also states that rights to assemble peaceably and to form an association are granted only to citizens of Malaysia.
47 However, the Trade Union Act does not expressly prohibit the formation of a MDW union. Rather, s 28(1)(a) prohibits migrant workers from holding an executive position on trade unions. Union leaders must be Malaysian citizens. The difficulty to date has been finding a Malaysian citizen who is willing to do so for a migrant worker union. Moreover, with the short-term nature of work permits, there is a high turnover of MDWs. As such, there are issues around finding MDWs to establish the Committee, and creating the commitment and continuity that is required in the early stages. 48 As the ultimate goal would be in creating a trade union for MDWs, it would be beneficial to investigate if members of existing civil society could act as the Malaysian citizen on the Higher Committee of the trade union.
Under Hong Kong's Employment Ordinance, MDWs cannot be dismissed for being a member of, or participating in the activities of, trade unions. 49 Using these platforms, MDWs in Hong Kong have relatively greater opportunities to publicise breaches of rights and communicate their grievances. 50 Moreover, the right to a weekly day off under the Employment Ordinance has been important in allowing the time for MDWs to self-organise and protest.
51
Applying the same practice in Hong Kong to Malaysia, for the MDWs to be protected, they should be allowed to create trade union. Through union, they can share their problems and communicate any abuse. In case of abuse, trade union can help MDWs to report. There should be no prohibition for them to join trade union and if the government of Malaysia still insists on putting the prohibition in place, Malaysia should provide adequate justification. 52 A person's pass is immediately invalid upon the expiration of the period of work that it is covers (as stated in the employment contract between the MDW and the employer) or if any of the terms or conditions of the pass are deemed to be contravened. As such, if MDWs try to escape an abusive household, they risk being arrested and deported for leaving their place of employment.
53 Moreover, the Immigration Act of 1959/63 permits employers to unilaterally terminate the work permit of a migrant worker after lodging a police report and paying a RM 200 fine. This is almost always done whenever a migrant worker lodges an official complaint with the Malaysian authorities, resulting in deportation even before the case is heard in court. Over the years, NGOs have documented numerous cases where pending court cases are derailed solely because the Immigration Department arbitrarily denied permission for migrant workers to stay in Malaysia and complete the trial. 54 However, consulates such as the Indonesian Consulate can intervene and offer support to abused MDWs, facilitating their stay in Malaysia while cases are pending. The Consulate provides 'temporary shelter if necessary, helps them [MDWs] to get their passports back from employers or labour agents, issues new travel documents, pays for medical treatment, and provides legal aid '. 55 In the United Kingdom (from 1998 up until 2012 when legal protections were revoked), MDWs were free to change employers at any stage during their employment. 56 This independent migration status offered valuable protection for MDWs. They were free to leave abusive employers, find new work, and report abuse to the police without fear of deportation. 
F. Complaints Processing
Official support mechanisms (for MDWs to lodge complaints against their employer or to seek assistance when being abused) are limited. The Labour Department and the Immigration Department both host hotlines for foreign or domestic workers to get help during any emergency. While civil society offers valuable support, the scope of assistance that can be offered by NGOs is restricted by their lack of personnel and funding. Cases of abuse are sometimes resolved informally by recruitment agencies or consulates. As there is a deficit in services for complaint handling, consulates can be a viable alternative. However, many consulates in Malaysia are also understaffed and underfunded. At times, consulates have redirected MDWs back to recruitment agencies. There is an imbalance of power when MDWs seek to negotiate a just outcome with their recruitment agency and there is always a risk of abuse due to their vulnerability and lack of agency.
59 Moreover, MDWs have faced physical and mental abuse upon return to their recruitment agency for their 'misbehaviour' in leaving their employer.
60 Recruitment agencies have also been known to return MDWs to their previous employment, regardless of the abusive situation that awaits the worker. This has been the case, even where there have been claims of rape. 61 In cases of rape, recruitment agencies also sometimes seek informal compensation from the employer rather than going through the judicial process.
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However, legal aid is available for migrant workers. Two legal aid programs exist -one funded by the Malaysian Government (Biro Bantuan Guaman -BBG), and the other administered by the Bar Council (Bar Council Legal Aid Centre -BCLAC).
63
BBG can provide representation to migrants. 64 Similarly, BCLAC has a Migrant and Refugee Clinic that provides free legal advice to migrant workers. MDWs, as we all know, do not have enough money to pay the legal fees to a lawyer in order to bring their case to the court. Therefore, free legal services should be provided. Local lawyers should be trained to help MDWs and consulates of the origin countries should be able to process the complaints or help reporting the same.
6. Recommendation 6.1 Encourage migrant worker countries of origin to build the capacity of consulates to respond to complaints through increased funding and staff trained in local law and institutions (including counsellors and trauma workers). 6.2 Increase awareness around access to international complaints mechanisms (for example CEDAW) and train local lawyers in assisting MDWs to make such complaints. 6.3 Compel recruitment agencies to report all cases of abuse to the relevant government departments, the Police or Consulates. 6.4 Increase funding for legal aid, targeted at improving access to such services for MDWs. 6.5 Extend access to MDWs for existing government-run conciliation services for trade disputes, and ensure that these services are free for MDWs. 
G. Irregular Migration
An irregular migrant is a person who 'enters or remains in a country in breach of that country's immigration laws.'
68 The term encompasses a wide variety of circumstantial factors. 69 In Malaysia some MDWs become irregular migrants due to a hostile working environment or because their rights are violated. If a MDW decides to leave her employer, the employer will ordinarily cancel their legal migration status and they then become an irregular migrant and potentially subject to harsh penalties. This occurs even when the worker leaves her employer to escape abuse. There is a wealth of evidence about the links between criminalisation of irregular migration status, trafficking and exploitation of MDWs. Criminalising irregular migration status further jeopardizes the ability of MDWs to access redress mechanisms and obtain justice or a safe passage home. Malaysia commonly detains migrants who have had their visa status invalidated, regardless of their personal circumstances. Mexico, as a country of transit as well as origin, has significant flows of irregular migration. In 2008 it nevertheless decriminalised offences (such as illegal entry) that had typically carried criminal penalties. 71 In 2006, Mexico also implemented an optional repatriation for irregular Central-American migrants in detention. 72 There are still several issues with these policies, however it is a step towards acknowledging the rights of migrant workers irrespective of their legal status.
Decriminalising migration reduces the fear of reporting abuse, and fear of the government, its agencies and police. In turn it provides for better access to legal mechanisms as the worker does not face immediate threat of deportation. Irregular migration should be within the ambit of administrative rather than criminal law, to ensure that it is the perpetrators of human rights abuses who are targeted rather than the victims. Legalisation programs, such as Malaysia's 6P program have the potential to significantly protect migrant workers.
73 The 6P project was intended to allow irregular migrants to register with the Home Ministry and either be legalised or return home. 74 However, critics have asserted that a much clearer legal framework is needed in order to support a legalisation program. 75 Fears that amnesty type projects actually increase irregular migration have proved false, at least in the United States/ Mexico experience. 
H. MDWs are Unaware of their Rights
The impunity enjoyed by abusive employers is in part due to the fact that many MDWs are not aware of their rights or where they should go to lodge complaints. NGOs are already playing a role in this regard, helping to educate MDWs on their rights as well as creating awareness among the public. Tenaganita has established the Migrants Rights and Health Desk that provides advocacy and support to MDWs. Persatuan Majikan Amah Malaysia (MAMA) has established a project named 'HELPER' which includes training for MDWs, briefings for employers, monitoring of violence against workers and the introduction of a special financial system to ensure consistent payment of wages by the employer.
Furthermore, the HELPER project encourages MDWs to take takaful insurance in order to prevent employers from bearing the medical expenses caused by accidents while working. Finally, the Malaysian Association of Foreign Maid Agencies (PAPA) is an organization which brings together all employment agencies licensed by the Department of Manpower, Ministry of Human Resources and registered with the Malaysian Immigration Department to recruit and bring in foreign workers including MDWs. This organization advises and assists complainants to settle their problems with member agencies.
Destination countries, such as Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore, use skillsbased training to further the rights of MDWs. Some examples are further training in hairdressing, sewing, language and cooking classes. 82 The Indonesia, Hong Kong and Philippines governments provide classes on micro-finance, banking and other areas, in conjunction with banks and consulates. 83 In Hong Kong, information technology classes for migrants are beneficial in not only teaching migrants skills, but also social networking with other MDWs.
84 As well as this, these classes help them keep in contact with their families back home, helping ease their geographical isolation from their origin country.
85 These classes also act as a forum to disseminate information about MDW rights and teach MDWs new skills, thus empowering them and adding 79 Amnesty International, loc.cit. 80 Section 6(3) states: ' Any person who contravenes subsection (1) shall be guilty of an offence and shall, on conviction, be liable to a fine not exceeding ten thousand ringgit or to imprisonment for a term not exceeding five years or to both, and shall also be liable to whipping of not more than six strokes. value to what they can bring to any new employment.
Other countries such as Thailand 86 and Singapore 87 also use the radio, magazines, flyers and multimedia to promote migrants' rights. The radio is especially useful as often MDWs listen to the radio while working. For instance, a community radio station in Thailand called Migrant Action Program Radio includes segments that 'encourag [e] people to phone in with questions or comments about immigration laws and workers' rights'. 88 It has proven to be valuable to use a variety of languages native to MDWs in these multimedia communications.
Applying the practices implemented in other countries such as Hong Kong, Thailand and Singapore, they use various methods to promote awareness and training to the MDWs. Malaysia should take such practices as an exemplary. It is important for the MDWs to know their rights and acquire more skills for their added value. Further recommendation is as below. 
I. Memoranda of Understanding
Malaysia has entered into several MoUs regarding MDWs. The 2006 and 2011 MoUs between Indonesia and Malaysia offer some worker protections. The 2011 MoU requires MDWs to be given a weekly rest day, as well as providing for a separate bank account for MDWs and for passports to be kept in the personal possession of these workers. 90 However, the content of these MoUs remains controversial and problematic. For example, there is no minimum wage. Also, although the 2011 MoU guarantees 95 As MDWs are excluded from the majority of Malaysia's labour laws, the burden to uphold the content of the MoUs falls on the employer, who often is not even aware of their content, and not subject to any penalties for failure to comply.
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As a result, there is a significant disconnect between the content of MoUs and what actually occurs within households.
Although it is a positive feature of MoUs that they can be tailored to specific countries' needs, in reality it provides an unequal bargaining situation in which remittances and manpower are states' primary concerns, rather than rights. It is also unlikely that an employer would know the contents of specific nations' MoUs. Working through an intergovernmental, localised body such as the ASEAN High Commission would be a good way forward in developing a standardized approach to MDWs' rights in the region. The Working Group on Migrant Workers and their Families in the ASEAN region should also be consulted for guidance in developing Malaysia's domestic situation in regards to MDW.
9. Recommendation 9.1 Remove safekeeping provision (concerning passports) from 2011 IndonesiaMalaysia MoU and amend the Immigration Act 1959/63 to make it an offence for employers to withhold passports or work permits.
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9.2 Amend existing MoUs to include a minimum wage and definitive overtime rates. 9.3 Amend existing MoUs to clearly outline that victims of rape or sexual assault should never be returned to a recruitment agency and should be immediately repatriated if they so choose. 
J. Legal Obligation to Implement International Laws
Malaysia should sign and ratify core international human rights treaties and comply with international labour standards. Although Malaysia has yet to ratify key international treaties relating to MDWs, MDWs have important rights under the international treaties that Malaysia has already ratified. The Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) is particularly significantespecially in light of the recommendations of the CEDAW committee in relation to MDWs (see Section B). While such general recommendations do not have legally binding force, Malaysia (as a State Party to CEDAW) is 'expected to implement general recommendations in order to fulfil... [its] obligations under the Convention.'
99 Under international law Malaysia is legally obligated to implement CEDAW to protect MDWs. And the High Court of Malaysia ruled in 2010 that CEDAW is binding upon Malaysia
100
. As such, legal precedent exists for creative judicial reasoning that draws upon CEDAW's principles.
Thus, since international law can only be binding if it is ratified and legislated under domestic law, Malaysia should ratify CEDAW and other international law related to MDW in order to safeguard and protect their rights. Other recommendation is as below.
10. Recommendation 10.1 Sign and ratify the international laws listed in Section A. 10.2 Further entrench CEDAW in Malaysia's domestic laws and develop strategies around using CEDAW to promote and protect the rights of MDWs in domestic courts, as wellas through international mechanisms. 10.3Promote the provision of information to local lawyers on Malaysia's international obligations and how to apply them in the domestic context.
IV. Conclusion "...[A]ll these realities converge in a hot, bubbling cauldron of human rights abuses that migrants are thrown into. Dismissing these cases as 'isolated incidences' does not change the reality. A State that proclaims to respect human rights would understand that these cases warrant urgent and immediate actions to address the laws, policies and practices by the State that create an environment for these cases."
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This article has focused on access to redress for breaches of the rights of MDWs, and identified opportunities for policy, legislative and support-mechanism reform. On their own, the recommendations listed above will not be enough. To effect a true transformation, reforms will need to be coupled with a push to change community attitudes towards MDWs. It is somewhat of a truism that laws and policies do not operate in a vacuum. Even if protections exist for MDWs on paper, they also need to be supported in principle by many Malaysians in order to be effective. Without a more receptive context (and effective enforcement), the Malaysian community may ignore There is no guarantee that formal equality (in the form of legal rights) will automatically translate into substantive equality (with respect to changes on the ground). As such, the success of changing Malaysia's laws and ensuring the long-term success of reforms will in large part depend upon changing community attitudesan activity in which Malaysian civil society will play a key role. The key hurdle to overcome is the prevailing tendency to undervalue domestic work. 102 The value of the work that MDWs do, and the difficulties they experience, should be acknowledged. It is also important to highlight the crucial role that MDWs play in contributing to Malaysian society and its economy. Moreover, transforming community attitudes can generate the pressure needed to place the issue of MDWs' rights on the political agenda. The Malaysian Government will be more inclined to introduce reforms that are supported by the wider population. It is also important to recognise that attitudes do not only need to be changed at the community level. The suggested reforms will be difficult to implement without the commitment of government at all levels, as well as the police, consulates and recruitment agencies, to uphold and advance MDWs' rights. It is also important that a re-conceptualisation of rights and education campaigns takes place in migrant worker countries of origin.
Human rights abuses of MDWs are universal. Globally, '[o] nly 10 percent of all domestic workers are covered by general labour legislation to the same extent as other workers ' and '[m] ore than one quarter are completely excluded from national labour legislation.'
103 It is promising that the need to protect MDW rights is attracting increased awareness and attention. In line with this global trend, Malaysia should not only keep up with best practices around the world as they develop, but should seize the opportunity to be a leader in these efforts in the region and beyond. A copy of the Contract (with all blanks filled in and options selected) and Job Scope Sheet (Annex A) translated into the FDW's language should be given to the FDW in her home country before she signs the contract.
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The Schedules of Salary Payment and Loan (including loan for placement fee) Repayment (Annex B) shall be filled up at the same time the contract is signed. of continuous rest daily (except for occasional special-care cases), with reasonable rest periods during working hours. 12. The FDW shall be entitled to *one / two / three / four rest day(s) a month, on a day mutually agreed (*delete where applicable). If the rest day was not taken, the FDW shall be compensated in cash as agreed in writing between the employer and the FDW. If there is no such existing agreement, the accreditation body's prevailing compensation guideline shall apply. 13. Should both parties (Employer and FDW) agree to extend this contract, she (the FDW) shall be entitled to ______ days [recommended 15 days] of paid home leave (inclusive of a return ticket to her City of origin).
14. If the FDW does not wish to utilize her leave as stated in clause 13, the Employer shall pay the FDW *a lump sum equivalent to the return ticket to her City of origin / a lump sum of S$________ (delete where applicable). 15. In the event that the FDW falls ill or suffers personal injury during the period of employment, except for the period the FDW leaves Singapore of her own volition and for her own personal purposes, the Employer shall bear all the necessary treatment costs, including medical consultation, medicine, hospitalization and others. 16. External communications shall be made available for the FDW and the employer must allow the FDW seek the advice/help of the relevant bodies/authorities such as the Employment Agency, Ministry of Manpower etc at all times. 17. The employer shall provide safe working conditions for the FDW at all times. Part V : Others 24. Any substantial variation or addition to the terms of this Contract shall be deemed void unless made with the consent of both parties to the Contract and a witness through signatories. 25. In the event of any conflict or inconsistency between any term of this Contract (including the Annexes) in the English language and any translation thereof in any other language, the English language version of this Contract shall prevail. 26. Any dispute arising from this Contract shall be referred to the Employment Agency for mediation. If it cannot be settled, the dispute can be referred at the election of either party to an alternative dispute resolution mechanism. 27. In the case whereby any term of the contract contradicts the existing Work Permit conditions or any Singapore government regulations, the latter two shall supersede.
Section C: Employer's Declaration
I have read and understood the contents of this Contract, and hereby agree to abide by it. 
